5th Annual GNF-JDRF Diabetes Research Symposium

Hosted by
H. Martin Seidel (Institute Director, GNF)
Richard Insel (Chief Scientific Officer, JDRF)

New Frontiers in Beta Cell Biology

Domenico Accili, Columbia University
Bryan Laffitte, Genomics Institute of the Novartis Research Foundation
Alvin Powers, Vanderbilt University
Raphael Scharffmann, INSERM
Philipp Scherer, University of Texas Southwestern
Anath Shalev, University of Alabama at Birmingham
Roland Stein, Vanderbilt University
Debbie Thurmond, Indiana University

Wednesday, April 23, 2014
8:30AM – 5:00PM

Genomics Institute of the Novartis Research Foundation
10675 John J Hopkins Drive, San Diego, CA 92121

Register Today!
Registration Required – Seating is Limited
Registration Deadline: April 11, 2014
For registration please go to: www.gnf.org/collaborations/JDRF